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MusicYOLO: A Vision-Based Framework
for Automatic Singing Transcription
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Abstract—Automatic singing transcription (AST), which refers
to the process of inferring the onset, offset, and pitch from the
singing audio, is of great significance in music information re-
trieval. Most AST models use the convolutional neural network
to extract spectral features and predict the onset and offset mo-
ments separately. The frame-level probabilities are inferred first,
and then the note-level transcription results are obtained through
post-processing. In this paper, a new AST framework called Mu-
sicYOLO is proposed, which obtains the note-level transcription
results directly. The onset/offset detection is based on the object
detection model YOLOX, and the pitch labeling is completed by a
spectrogram peak search. Compared with previous methods, the
MusicYOLO detects note objects rather than isolated onset/offset
moments, thus greatly enhancing the transcription performance.
On the sight-singing vocal dataset (SSVD) established in this paper,
the MusicYOLO achieves an 84.60% transcription F1-score, which
is the state-of-the-art method.

Index Terms—AST, note object detection, spectrogram peak
search.

I. INTRODUCTION

S IGHT singing is a process in which music beginners read
scores and sing to improve their perception of rhythm and

pitch, which is of great significance in primary music education.
In traditional sight-singing practice, students often need one-on-
one, face-to-face guidance from teachers, and the learning cost
is high. An efficient and accurate automatic singing transcription
(AST) model can reduce the burden on teachers. However, it can
also enable students to receive timely feedback and facilitate
self-practice, which is useful for music beginners. Therefore,
this paper focuses on the issue of singing transcription in sight-
singing and also investigates general AST.

AST infers the onset, offset, and pitch from the singing audio.
At present, there are three main AST methods. In the first class
of methods, end-to-end approaches are used to obtain frame-
level onset, offset, and pitch probabilities, and then note-level
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Fig. 1. Design of the transcription scheme.

results are obtained through post-processing. For example, a
convolutional neural network (CNN) was first used [1] to extract
high-dimensional features of the spectrogram, and then used
fully connected layers to obtain frame-level transcription results.
In the second class of methods, the onset and offset are obtained
first, and the pitch is obtained through pitch extraction. For
example, correntropy [2] was used to detect onset/offset first,
and then the pitch was obtained using standard pitch tracking
algorithms. In the third class of methods, F0 tracking is first
conducted to obtain a frame-level pitch curve. The note-level
onset, offset, and pitch are obtained through post-processing of
the pitch curve. For example, Tony software [3] first tracked the
pitch through the pYIN algorithm [4]. Then, the Viterbi decoding
algorithm was used based on the hidden Markov model (HMM)
to obtain the note-level transcription results.

This paper proposes a note-level AST framework called
MusicYOLO. MusicYOLO is inspired by the perspective of
sound event detection and based on object detection. It in-
cludes pre-processing, note detection, and pitch labeling. The
pre-processing module transforms one-dimensional (1D) audio
sequences into a two-dimensional (2D) spectrogram. The note
detection module obtains the note-level onset/offset. The pitch
labeling module extracts each note’s pitch. The innovation of
this paper is that we use the objection detection method to
accomplish the note detection task from a macro perspective,
and we obtain the pitch using a search method instead of signal
calculation. The following sections will introduce note detection
and pitch labeling briefly.

Note detection obtains the note object using the object de-
tection method YOLOX. Fig. 1(a) shows that MusicYOLO
derives the bounding boxes from a macro perspective through the
YOLOX object detection model. After that, a post-processing
method obtains the onset, offset, and fbottom from the left,
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right, and bottom boundaries, respectively. Compared with pre-
vious frame-based models, MusicYOLO detects a complete note
rather than a single onset or offset time, so its onset/offset
detection performance is better. Moreover, MusicYOLO base on
object detection has a good positive sample matching strategy,
which can better handle the imbalance of positive and negative
samples. This can greatly reduce the risk that frame-based
models tend to miss notes.

Pitch labeling uses a spectrogram peak search method to
obtain the pitch of each note. Fig. 1(b) shows that MusicYOLO
obtains the onset, offset, and fbottom through the note detection
module. The peak value in the rectangular spectrogram region
with the frequency range of [fbottom - Δf , fbottom + Δf ]
is searched, where Δf represents the frequency range of our
search algorithm. The frequency value of this point is the final
pitch value, which is called fpitch. The previous pitch labeling
algorithm calculates the frequency value of each frame through
signal processing methods. This paper proposes a novel and
effective peak search approach to obtaining the pitch directly
using fbottom. Compared with the previous pitch labeling meth-
ods, the method in this paper uses a search method rather than
calculation to gain the pitch.

In general, the innovations of this paper are as follows. First,
this paper uses an object detection model to detect notes in
the singing transcription field for the first time. Our object-
detection-based approach’s onset/offset detection performance
is better than the previous frame-based approach. Second, this
paper uses the peak search method to extract the precise pitch,
called fpitch. The technique is straightforward. The experiment
results show that the onset detection, offset detection, and tran-
scription of MusicYOLO achieve F1-scores of 96.17%, 98.07%,
and 85.95% on our sight-singing vocal dataset (SSVD),1 respec-
tively. At the same time, our MusicYOLO performs better than
other methods on other datasets. These experiment results prove
that our MusicYOLO is a state-of-the-art framework in the field
of AST.

The second chapter introduces the related work of AST. The
third chapter gives a detailed implementation of the MusicY-
OLO framework. The fourth chapter introduces the dataset and
evaluation metrics used in this paper. The fifth chapter describes
the experiment results of MusicYOLO compared with other
approaches. The final chapter provides the conclusion. Our code
will be released when this paper is published.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Note Segmentation

Note segmentation refers to extracting the onsets and offsets
from the given audio. Note segmentation methods can be roughly
divided into methods based on pitch information and methods
based on spectrogram features. A high-performance note seg-
mentation algorithm is of great significance for subsequent pitch
extraction.

Part of the research first extracts the pitch curve and then
completes the note segmentation through post-processing of the

1[Online]. Available: https://github.com/xk-wang/SSVD-v2.0

pitch curve. Pitch and audio amplitude curves were used in [5]
for note segmentation. Inspired by McNab, an improved method
called Spith was proposed in [6], whereby the YIN algorithm [7]
was used to obtain a novel hysteresis process on the pitch-time
curve, which further improved the performance of note segmen-
tation. Much research has also been [8] done on singing using a
novel contour filtering process so as to eliminate pitch contour
segments originating from the guitar accompaniment and formu-
late a set of onset detection functions based on volume and pitch
characteristics.

Some studies have considered the spectrogram information
to obtain better note segmentation performance. In [2], a new
detection function and a peak-picking method were proposed
for onset/offset detection in the singing voice based on fre-
quency domain information, which achieved good results in
note segmentation on the Korean Cappella dataset [9]. At the
same time, deep learning networks have demonstrated strong
capabilities in detecting onsets and offsets in automatic mu-
sic transcription [10]. In [11], an onset detection method was
first proposed based on the CNN network, which significantly
outperformed previous methods. However, the onset detector
still produces many errors owing to a large amount of por-
tamento and rich vibrato in vocal music. According to the
MIREX 2018 audio onset detection competition, the best F1-
score of singing onset detection is only 61.94%, which is
at least 10% lower than the onset F1-scores of other music
instruments.

B. Pitch Extraction

Pitch extraction refers to the estimation of the F0 trajectories
of the audio signals, which has been conducted on speech [12],
[13], singing voices [14], and music instruments [15]. Some
audio transcription tasks first perform onset/offset detection
and then use the pitch extraction module to extract pitches
separately. At present, pitch extraction is mainly divided
into traditional signal processing methods and deep learning
methods.

In traditional methods, most pitch estimation methods can be
divided into those based on time-domain information [7], [16],
[17], [18], frequency domain information [19], [20], [21], and
both [22], [23]. In [24], a frequency-domain method was pro-
posed for pitch extraction from speech signals, which is rugged
and can tolerate a considerable amount of additional noise. Most
time-domain methods are based on analyzing the local maxima
of the autorelation function [16], which generates interval errors.
More robust algorithms like PRAAT [17], PART [18], and
YIN [7] have been proposed to solve this problem. For instance,
pYin was proposed in [4], which greatly improved the recall
and precision and became the best solution among traditional
methods.

However, deep learning also promotes the development of
pitch extraction. In [25], machine learning methods were pi-
oneered to address pitch estimation in speech. The authors
first extracted hand-picked spectral features and then introduced
neural networks for further computation. In [26], a novel pitch
extraction method was proposed based on a jointly trained

https://github.com/xk-wang/SSVD-v2.0
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neural network, investigated BLSTM-RNN for pitch estima-
tion, and considered the bottleneck features in a pitch es-
timation task, which was superior to other state-of-the-art
pitch estimation algorithms at that time [25], [27]. In 2018,
CREPE was proposed [28], which achieved the best perfor-
mance of the deep neural networks (DNNs) in pitch esti-
mation tasks, maintaining over 90 cents raw pitch accuracy
even for a strict evaluation threshold of just 10 cents. CREPE
is a data-driven pitch tracking algorithm based on a deep
CNN that operates directly on the time-domain waveform.
Considering the difficulty of obtaining large accurate pitch
annotations, it was proposed [29] that a neural network be
trained with a self-supervised learning mechanism, which could
generate absolute pitches without access to manually labeled
datasets and achieved accuracy close to that of supervised
learning.

C. Singing Transcription

The sight-singing transcription presented in this paper is
also a form of singing transcription. Singing transcription is
challenging even in the case of monophonic signals without
accompaniment as a result of singers’ peculiarities and singing
skills [30].

Singing transcription has a long research history. Traditional
methods are mainly based on signal processing and analysis.
Initially, the transcription accuracy was improved in [31] by
changing the acoustic front-end of the QBM. Moreover, in [8],
the author explored the limitations of state-of-the-art transcrip-
tion systems to improve flamenco singing transcription and
achieved 85% accuracy. In 2021, a contour filtering model
was proposed [32] based on audio signal analysis. The author
introduced the edge detection method in image processing to
search for all contours, which realized the study of melody
contour features.

There has been much research on transcription based on
deep learning frameworks. A transcription system was pro-
posed in [33] for a singing melody in polyphonic music signals
based on the DNN model. Compared with the well-known
state-of-the-art method [34] at the time, the system’s way of
distinguishing different f0 by the DNN showed a significant
improvement, with an average raw pitch accuracy gain of 20%.
Using HMM, a probabilistic transcription method was pro-
posed in [35] for monophonic singing melodies. Compared
with the existing Tony [3] (which uses a similar HMM note
model) and SiPTH [6] methods, the model achieved a better
effect. In [36], the author proposed a Bayesian hierarchical
hidden semi-Markov model (HHSMM), which generates a note
sequence and consists of three sub-models describing local
keys, pitches, and onset score times. Later, a CRNN-HSMM
hybrid model was proposed in [37], estimating the most likely
notes from the music signal using the Viterbi algorithm. This
method improved the performance of AST and was superior
to HSMM-based method, the most advanced method at that
time [36].

D. Audio Event Detection

Audio event detection (AED) has been an active research area
in recent years. Its research methods also can be applied to hu-
man voice transcription or monophonic music instrument tran-
scription. In addition to focusing on improving accuracy [38],
[39], [40], [41], other aspects of research have been applied to
AED, including noise robustness [42], [43], [44], overlapping
event processing [45], [46], [47], [48], early event detection [49],
multi-channel fusion [50], and universal representation [51].

Among traditional approaches, a common trend in AEDs is
through machine learning (e.g., by support vector machines
(SVMs) [52]), which is performed on long sliding windows.
In [53], a high-quality event classifier was proposed to increase
the verification step to improve the detection system. When a
single-channel AED integrates multiple audio channels, a naive
fusion strategy will deteriorate the system instead [54], [55],
[56]. In [57], an efficient and straightforward multi-channel
fusion framework was proposed based on the probabilities for
joint acoustic event detection and classification to solve this
problem.

At the same time, the development of deep learning has also
promoted the development of audio event detection. In [58], a
novel approach based on R-FCN was proposed for audio event
detection and classification. The input can be a 2D representation
of any length, and the location of the audio event can be directly
output. Inspired by Faster RCNN, a region-based convolutional
recurrent neural network (R-CRNN) was proposed in [59] for
audio event detection, and its event-based error rate (ER) was
reduced by half on the DCASE 2017 Challenge dataset [60].
With the advancement of deep learning methods, the amount of
data required has also increased substantially, but in practice,
richly annotated data are often difficult to obtain and generate.
In terms of weakly supervised learning, both [61] and [62]
proposed a framework to learn acoustic event detectors using
only weakly labeled data, which can be obtained directly from
online platforms. In recent years, there are also some studies [63]
that consider both audio and video modalities.

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL

As shown in Fig. 2, the MusicYOLO framework is divided
into three modules, including pre-processing, note detection and
pitch labeling. The pre-processing module uses the constant Q
transform (CQT) to convert the 1D audio sequence into a 2D
spectrogram. The note detection module uses the YOLOX object
detection model to locate the notes and then obtains the onset,
offset, and fbottom through the post-processing of the bounding
boxes. The pitch labeling module searches the peak value in the
spectrogram matrix to obtain the fundamental frequency, called
fpitch.

A. Preprocessing

The pre-processing module includes noise reduction, time-
frequency transformation, linear intensity mapping, and spec-
trogram cutting. The audio noise reduction is based on the
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Fig. 2. The MusicYOLO framework.

Spleeter [64] to separate the interference of background music
and metronome to make the human voice clearer. The time-
frequency transformation module uses the CQT to convert the
singing audio into a 2D spectrogram. Linear intensity mapping
maps the spectrogram matrix into RGB images according to the
value of matrix elements. Owing to the long time dimension of
the spectrogram, a spectrogram cutting module is used to cut the
spectrogram into square blocks with similar aspect ratio along
the time axis.

1) Audio Noise Reduction: In sight-singing, practitioners of-
ten use metronomes or background music to assist in practice,
making the task of singing transcription more difficult. Tra-
ditional filtering algorithms are powerless against these non-
stationary noises. This paper uses the Spleeter [64], based on
deep learning to eliminate background and metronome sounds.

The Spleeter is a method of source separation based on
frequency domain. Each source track corresponds to a U-Net
network [65] structure in the Spleeter. The input of each U-Net
network is the spectrogram amplitude of the mix audio, and
the output is the spectrogram amplitude of each source. The
loss function calculates the L1 distance between the predicted
amplitude spectrogram and the standard amplitude spectrogram.
During prediction, the Spleeter predicts the mask of each source.
Then, each source’s output spectrogram is obtained by multiply-
ing the input spectrogram by the corresponding mask.

We use the Spleeter model of two sound sources. Human
voice is separated from one sound source. The sound of an
instrument accompaniment or a metronome is separated from
another source. This way, we realize the separation of human
voice and noise. The experimental results show that in the case
of background noise, the F1-score of note onset detection using
the Spleeter is 1% higher than that without noise reduction.

2) Time Frequency Transformation: The 1D audio sequence
is often transformed into a 2D spectrogram. The standard
transformation methods include short-time Fourier transform
(STFT), Mel transform, and CQT [66]. The time and frequency
resolution of STFT does not change with frequency. The music
signal often meets a specific frequency harmonic relationship,
so STFT is not suitable for music signal analysis. The frequency
resolution of the Mel transform decreases, and the time reso-
lution increases with the increase of frequency. The frequency
distribution of CQT is similar to that of the music signal, which
is suitable for music signal processing. However, owing to the
time blurring problem [67] in the low frequency, CQT will cause
some interference in the onset and offset detection.

This study observes the effects of the Mel transform and
CQT on the MusicYOLO singing transcription system. The
results of the experiment show that the onset/offset detection
performance of the CQT is slightly better than that of the Mel
transform.

Algorithm 1: Obtaining Segmentation Points.
1: initialize splits;
2: set the iteration number r = 1 and the maximum

iteration number M ;
3: repeat
4: last_time = splits(−1);
5: ratio = R(endi − last_time);
6: if ratio ≥ max_ratio then
7: splits = [splits, endi];
8: else if best_ratio < ratio ≤ max_ratiothen
9: ratio_silence = R(starti+1 − last_time);

10: ratio_next = R(endi+1 − starti+1);
11: if ratio_silence > max_ratio then
12: splits = C(splits, Send_i, starti+1);
13: else if ratio_next > max_ratiothen
14: splits = [splits, starti+1];
15: else
16: splits = [splits, endi];
17: else
18: A process similar to the above;
19: r ← r + 1;
20: until r > M .

3) Linear Intensity Mapping: A linear intensity mapping
converts a single-channel spectrogram into a three-channel RGB
image. A linear intensity mapping effectively quantifies the
original spectrogram according to the spectral intensity. The
strong spectrogram values are more prominent in one channel,
and the weak ones are more prominent in other channels. It is
shown that the features with linear intensity mapping are better
than those with single-channel input [68].

4) Spectrogram Cutting: The singing audio is converted into
a 2D matrix after CQT. Then, the spectrogram matrix is con-
verted into a spectrogram image using a linear intensity map-
ping. As the aspect ratio of the spectrogram image is too large
to conveniently process, we use an automatic slice generation
algorithm to obtain approximately square slices along the spec-
trogram time axis. We use ratio to describe the slice shape, and
its calculation formula is as follows:

ratio = w/h− 1 (1)

where w and h represent the width and height of slice, respec-
tively, and their calculation formulas are as follows:

{
w = frame_len · scale
h = n_bins · scale (2)
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Fig. 3. Note object detection.

where frame_len is the frame length of the CQT matrix,
n_bins is the frequency bins of CQT, and scale is the scal-
ing factor from the matrix size to image size. frame_len is
calculated as follows:

frame_len = t · sr/hop_len (3)

where sr and hop_len are the CQT parameters, and t is the time
length corresponding to the slice. From the above, we derive the
ratio calculation function written as R:

R(t) = t · sr

hop_len · n_bins
(4)

Our automatic slice generation algorithm is as follows:
� Use the librosa.effects.split function [69] to split audio

into unmute segments S, where Si=(starti, endi) repre-
sents the start time and end time of the ith unmute segment,
i=1, 2, 3, . . ., M .

� Obtain segmentation points splits of the spectrogram
image. We divide the types of Si into three categories
according to the ratio, which represents the appropriate
segment time, longer or shorter time, or extremely long or
extremely short time, respectively:

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|ratio| ≤ best_ratio

best_ratio < |ratio| ≤ max_ratio

|ratio| > max_ratio

(5)

For long silent segments, we specially design the silent
segment cutting function C, which cuts the silent segment
into squares. The details for obtaining segmentation points
for different segment types is as shown in Algorithm 1.

� The spectrogram image is segmented into slices using the
previously obtained segmentation points splits.

The parameters of the constant Q transform in the above
algorithm are as follows. The lowest frequency fmin is set
to 27.5 Hz. The sampling rate sr is set to 44100 Hz. The
frame shift hop_len is set to 512. The octave parameters of
bins_per_octave and n_bins are set to 24 and 178, separately.
librosa.effects.split function parameters are as follows. The
top_db is set to 20. The frame_len is set to 1024. The hop_len
is set to 512. The ratio values of best_ratio and max_ratio are
set to 0.2 and 0.65, separately.

B. Note Detection

Note detection obtains the onset and offset from audio. This
module includes the note object detection, bounding box post-
processing, and time shift. The previous note detection models
usually use CNNs to detect the onset and offset separately.
However, the onset, offset, and fbottom are obtained together
from the note object bounding box in this paper.

1) Note Object Detection: The essential idea of note object
detection is to transform the onset/offset detection problem into
an object detection problem. As shown in Fig. 3, we regard the
note spectrogram feature as a note object. Then, we use the
object detection model to obtain the note bounding box. From
the left, right, and bottom boundaries, we can easily derive the
onset, offset, and fbottom, respectively. The fbottom will assist
in the determination of the subsequent fundamental frequency,
fpitch.

We use the small version of YOLOX [70] as our note ob-
ject detection model. Its parameter is 9 M and computational
complexity per second of audio is 8.9Gflops. YOLOX uses
Darknet53 [71] as the backbone of feature extraction and then
uses two detection heads for classification and regression tasks.
Compared with the previous YOLO series models, YOLOX has
three advantages.
� The decoupling detection heads make the model converge

faster and perform better.
� The use of anchor free for training eliminates the process of

clustering to obtain prior bounding boxes from the dataset,
which reduces the overfitting potential.

� SimOTA enables the model to automatically analyze the
number of positive samples corresponding to each ground
truth.

Mainstream object detection models are the two-stage models
represented by Faster RCNN [72] and the one-stage model
represented by YOLO [73]. Therefore, we compare the note
object detection performance of YOLOX with that of the Faster
RCNN. The experiment results in Table I from the later section
show that the YOLOX model performs better.

2) Post-Processing the Bounding Box: Owing to differences
between object detection and sight-singing onset/offset de-
tection, we perform post-processing of the bounding box of
YOLOX according to sight-singing characteristics.
� We remove the box within another box. In object detection,

the box-in-box phenomenon means that small objects are
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TABLE I
NOTE DETECTION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT MODEL CONFIGURATIONS

included in large objects. There is only one note object in
each note range in the sight-singing spectrogram because
the human voice is monophonic. Therefore, if box A,
whose upper left coordinate is (xa1, ya1) and lower right
coordinate is (xa2, ya2), is contained by box B, whose
upper left coordinate is (xb1, yb1) and lower right coor-
dinate is (xb2, yb2), then we remove box A, and box B
and put in a larger box C, whose upper left coordinate is
min(xa1, xb1), min(ya1, yb2) and lower right coordinate
is max(xa2, xb2), max(ya2, yb2), as the detection result.

� As a characteristic of human voice is that only after one
sound ends can the next sound begin, two adjacent bound-
ing boxes should not intersect. If two adjacent boxes (A,
B) intersect, where box A is in front of box B, then we use
the right boundary of box A as the left boundary of box B.

Then, the onset, offset, and fbottom are obtained according
to the corresponding relationship between the image size and
time duration. The onset corresponds to the left boundary of
the detection box, offset corresponds to the right boundary, and
fbottom corresponds to the bottom boundary.

3) Time Shift: We shift the onset and offset to obtain the
complete audio’s onset and offset values. As we have previously
cut the spectrogram, we splice all image slices along the time axis
and add the corresponding time shift to the previously detected
onset and offset.

C. Pitch Labeling

In audio signal processing, pitch refers to the perception of
human psychology on the fundamental frequency of different
notes. The fundamental frequency is often used to represent
pitch. For counting convenience, the MIDI number (p) is often
used to represent the fundamental frequency (f ). The conversion
relationship between p and f is as follows:

p = 69 + 12× log2

(
f

440

)
(6)

In object detection, fbottom has some errors from the precise
pitch, fpitch. There are two main causes of this error. First, the
frequency resolution is sacrificed for a higher time resolution for
more accurate onset and offset in note object detection. Hence,
the frequency resolution is reduced, making the fbottom not close
enough to fpitch. Second, the vocal signal is non-stationary,

Fig. 4. Pitch labeling process.

and the vibrato and portamento in the singing process will lead
to pitch fluctuations in the spectrogram. The error between the
fbottom and the fpitch will be greater in these cases. Therefore,
we propose an additional peak search algorithm to solve this
problem.

A novel spectrogram peak search method is proposed to
realize pitch labeling. The process of the peak search is shown
in Fig. 4. Based on the onset, offset, and fbottom of the note
object detection, the peak point of the spectrogram matrix is
searched to obtain the accurate pitch, fpitch. The specific steps
are as described in Algorithm 2.

IV. EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT

A. Dataset

As there is no dataset for sight-singing transcription, we
have established the SSVD. Additionally, current singing tran-
scription datasets are also used to evaluate our MusicYOLO
framework. At present, the methods of monophonic instrument
transcription are not so different from singing transcription.
Therefore, a monophonic instrument dataset is also used to eval-
uate the generalization ability of different models. The following
is a detailed description of each class of datasets.

1) Sight-Singing Dataset: The SSVD is recorded from the
Sight-singing Talent WeChat applet,2 providing practitioners
with free sight-singing practice services. The SSVD dataset
contains audio of children and adults performing sight-singing
exercises. Among the audio samples, 67 audio samples are used
as training and validation sets, and 127 audio samples are used

2Sight-singing Talent is an online WeChat applet that has more than 600
long-term users and more than 60,000 effective Sight-singing samples.
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Algorithm 2: Pitch Labeling.
Require: Cqt: spetrogram matrix; onseti, offseti: onset
and offset of the ith detected note; fbottomi

: bottom
frequency of the ith detected note; bpo: the number of
frequency bins per octave; Δb: the search range of
frequency bins.

Ensure: Pitch: a pitch list of the detected notes.
1: set N as the number of the notes
2: foreach i ∈ {1, 2, . . ., N}do
3: finit = fbottomi

4: Δf1 = finit × (1− 2−Δb/bpo)
5: Δf2 = finit × (2Δb/bpo − 1)
6: flow = finit −Δf1
7: fhigh = finit +Δf2
8: f0 = 0
9: foreach t ∈ {onseti, . . ., offseti}do

10: f0 = f0 + flow + argmax(Cqt[flow : fhigh, t])
11: fpitch = f0/(offseti − onseti)
12: Pitchi = 69 + 12× log(fpitch/440)

as test sets. The audio sampling rate is 44100 Hz, and the
sampling resolution is 16 bits. It contains 8549 notes in total,
with a cumulative time of 114 minutes. Each audio file includes
a note level annotation of the onset, offset, pitch. The annotation
method is as follows:
� Four researchers who had received professional sight-

singing training gave the approximate onset time of each
note through slowing down and listening to the singing
audio under the guidance of music score;

� The researchers used the audition software to observe the
spectrogram with a high time resolution set. Then, they
watched the spectrogram characteristics near the approxi-
mate onset time given in the last step and took the occur-
rence time of the second harmonic signal as the accurate
onset time;

� After obtaining the onset annotation of each note, the offset
annotation was given by listening to the audio. The specific
rules were as follows: the time when the sound could not be
heard was regarded as the approximate offset. Combined
with the spectrogram, the accurate offset time was defined
when most harmonic signals disappeared;

� After making the audition to be more logarithmic and
higher frequency resolution, the four researchers took the
center frequency of each note as the fundamental frequency
and converted the frequency into the MIDI number as the
pitch annotation;

� Finally, the four researchers checked each other’s annota-
tion files until no annotation errors were found.

2) Singing Dataset: The singing transcription datasets in-
clude the ISMIR2014 dataset [74] and MIR-ST500 dataset [1].
The ISMIR2014 dataset contains 38 melodies sung by untrained
adults and children, with a 16 KHz sampling rate. The length of
each audio is from 15 s to 86 s, and the total length is 1154 s.
The MIR-ST500 contains 500 popular songs, which are from

YouTube. These songs contain background music, with a total
of 30 hours and 162438 notes.

3) Monophonic Instrument Dataset: Bach10 dataset [75] is
a polyphonic dataset, including ensembles of bassoon, clarinet,
saxophone, and violin. There are ten tracks in total, and each
track is about 30 s. The Bach10 dataset also contains 40 mono-
phonic audio files and note-level annotations played indepen-
dently by each instrument. We use the monophonic audio subset
to test different models’ generalization ability.

B. Experiment Configuration

At present, the method proposed in [1] in singing transcription
works well on the MIR-ST500 dataset. Therefore, we use the
MIR-ST500 training set and SSVD training set to train Wang’s
model and our note detection model, respectively. We use the
ISMR2014 dataset, MIR-ST500 test set, SSVD test set, and the
Bach10 dataset to test different models.

C. Evaluation Metrics

We use the evaluation metrics proposed in [1], including
Onset (Correct Onset), Offset (Correct Offset), Note (Cor-
rect Onset and Pitch), and Notew/ offset (Correct Onset,
Pitch and Offset), to evaluate different AST models. If the on-
set/offset/pitch difference between two notes is within a certain
threshold, the onset/offset/pitch is regarded as “correct.” By
comparing ground truth and predicted notes, we can compute the
F1-score of each metric. In our experiments, the onset threshold
is set to 50 ms, the pitch threshold is set to 50 cents, and the offset
threshold is set to the maximum of (50 ms, 0.2× note_duration).
Onset, Offset, Note, and Notew/ offset are calculated
using precision, recall, and F1 values by using the mir_eval
library [76]. The calculation formulas are as follows:

P =
TP

TP + FP
(7)

R =
TP

TP + FN
(8)

F1 =
2× P ×R

P +R
(9)

where TP represents the number of correctly predicted notes,
FP represents the number of extra detected notes, and FN rep-
resents the number of missed notes.

V. EXPERIMENT

In this chapter, we conduct three experiments. In the first
experiment, the effects of different model configurations on note
detection are studied. In the second experiment, the performance
of our note detection method is compared with that of previous
models [1], [3], [77], and the performance of different models
is analyzed. In the third experiment, the performance of our
MusicYOLO framework is compared with that of other mod-
els, and the advantages and disadvantages of our MusicYOLO
framework are also discussed.
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TABLE II
NOTE DETECTION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT MODELS

A. Model Configurations

To test the effect of different configurations (i.e., CQT and Mel
transform, YOLOX and Faster RCNN object detection models),
the SSVD training set is used to train our note detection model.
The SSVD test set, ISMIR2014 dataset, and the Mix dataset (all
ISMIR2014 data and 38 tracks of the SSVD test set) are used to
test different configurations. The experimental results of onset
detection and offset detection are shown in Table I.

As shown in Table I, the onset F1-score of the M1 con-
figuration is 0.29% higher than that of the M2 configuration
owing to the use of YOLOX model. The offset F1-score of
the M1 configuration is only 0.11% higher than that of the M2
configuration. These indicate that the Mel transform and CQT
transform have little difference in the impact on onset/offset
detection. Considering the applicability of CQT to music signals,
we finally choose CQT as the time-frequency transform config-
uration. On the SSVD, ISMIR2014, and Mixed datasets, the M1
configuration with the YOLOX model has better performance
than that of the M3 configuration with the Faster RCNN model.
The onset F1-scores of the M1 configuration are 1.87%, 3.71%,
and 2.07% higher than that of the M3 configuration. The offset
F1-scores in the M1 configuration are 1.76%, 2.39%, and 1.66%
higher than that of the M3 configuration. Therefore, we use
YOLOX as our object detection model.

B. Note Detection Results

We evaluate the onset/offset detection performance of dif-
ferent models. Wang proposed a new singing transcription
dataset, MIR-ST500. We regard the MusicYOLO trained on
the MIR-ST500 training subset and SSVD training subset as
MusicYOLO I and MusicYOLO II, respectively. Wang’s models
trained on MIR-ST500 and SSVD are called Wang I and Wang
II, respectively. The note detection results of different models
are shown in Table II.

1) Experiment Results: The Table II shows that the MusicY-
OLO II achieves the best onset and offset detection performance
on the ISMIR2014 dataset, SSVD test set, and Bach10 dataset.
However, its performance on the MIR-ST500 test set is not

as good as that on Wang I. This is because the training set
of MusicYOLO I, the SSVD training set, is a sight-singing
dataset, whose spectral characteristics are not as complex as
those of the MIR-ST500 dataset, so it cannot be well adapted.
We retrain MusicYOLO on the MIR-ST500 training set to obtain
the MusicYOLO II model. The experiment results show that
MusicYOLO II achieves a 78.17% onset F1-score and a 75.10%
offset F1-score on the MIR-ST500 test set, which is better than
Wang I. This is because MusicYOLO detects note objects from
a macro point of view, so it can be rarely disturbed by the
spectral characteristics of singing details. These results show
that MusicYOLO’s approach for note object detection is more
effective than the traditional frame-based note detection.

The frame-based deep learning methods, like those proposed
in [77] and [1], are not stable on different datasets, while Musi-
cYOLO adapts well to all datasets. Both of those works, based on
the CNN, have obtained satisfactory detection performance on
ISMIR2014, MST500, and SSVD datasets. However, these two
models cannot reach the performance of the Tony software [3]
based on signal processing on the Bach10 dataset, which shows
that the two models overfit the human vocal dataset and cannot
generalize well to the common monophonic note detection
problem. In contrast, MusicYOLO achieves a 94.07% onset
F1-score and a 96.91% offset F1-score on the Bach10 dataset,
which greatly outperforms other methods.

2) Error Analysis: We find that portamento, legato, volume
changes, and pitch jitter in singing produce many errors in
different note detection algorithms. We classify the detection
errors into four categories. Fig. 5(a) shows that the second note
is missed in two consecutive notes, called successive missing
(SM). The ones directly missed by the note detection model are
called isolated missing (IM), as shown in Fig. 5(b). Fig. 5(c)
shows the extra detection errors in the middle of long notes,
called successive extra detection (SE). Extra detection errors
caused by pitch fluctuations are called isolated extra detection
(IE), as shown in Fig. 5(d).

We make the error distribution statistics of different methods
on ISMIR2014, MIR-ST500, SSVD, and Bach10 datasets. The
results are shown in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6, other methods
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Fig. 5. Problems of frame-based transcription methods. The red dotted lines
represent the predictions. The green solid lines represent the annotations. (a)
Continuous missed detection (SM) (b) Isolated missed detection (IM) (c) Con-
tinuous extra detection (SE) (D) Isolated extra detection (IE).

Fig. 6. Distribution of note detection errors on the four datasets.

generally perform well on one dataset, but not so well on the
other three datasets. MusicYOLO, proposed in this paper, per-
forms well on all four datasets, indicating that its generalization
ability is also good.

As shown in Fig. 6, SM and SE are the main problems.
These two errors decrease the precision and recall rate, resulting

in a poor note detection F1-score. Compared with the other
three methods, MusicYOLO has few detection errors, with rel-
atively balanced error distribution and no significant difference
on different datasets, indicating MusicYOLO’s excellent note
detection performance and generalization ability.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, Tony performs poorly on the
ISMIR2014 dataset and MIR-ST500 dataset, but it performs well
on the SSVD dataset and Bach10 dataset. Tony is based on signal
processing methods without a training process for different data.
Therefore, it can perform well on simple sight-singing data and
monophonic instrument data, while it can not complete the note
segmentation task well for complex patterns in pop singing data.
Fu&Su is optimized for flamenco data, so it performs poorly on
all the four datasets. Furthermore, the performance of Fu&Su is
unstable on different datasets, which is a common problem after
overfitting a specific dataset.

Wang uses a lot of pop music singing as a training set and
is able to adapt to a wide range of singing styles, so Wang’s
performance is better than the first two methods. However, the
average note duration in the SSVD dataset is longer than that in
pop singing, and Wang’s method is based on frame-level spectral
features, so it is easily disturbed by local spectrogram features.
Therefore, Wang has many successive extra detections.

MusicYOLO has more SM and IM on the MIR-ST500 dataset.
The MST dataset is composed of popular Chinese songs, so there
are many continuous singing notes and the separation of adjacent
notes is not obvious on this dataset. This causes MusicYOLO
to detect some successive notes as one note, resulting in SM.
Moreover, the singing pronunciation is affected by the lyrics,
and it is difficult to detect the unvoiced sound, which leads to IM.
In general, the MusicYOLO II model trained on the MIR-ST500
training set outperforms the other four methods.

The visualization note detection results of the four models are
shown in Fig. 7. From top to bottom are the detection results
of Tony, Fu&Su, Wang, MusicYOLO. The bottom is the label.
In Fig. 7(a), Tony, Fu&Su have two continuous missed note
detection errors. Wang has one continuous missed detection
error. This will reduce the recall of their models. In Fig. 7(b),
Tony, Fu&Su and Wang all have one continuous extra error if
offset is not considered. If offset is considered, they will have
two continuous extra errors. This will reduce the precision of
their models. In Fig. 7(c), Tony, Fu&Su and Wang all have one
predicted onset shift. This results in one missed detection error
and one extra detection error, resulting in both precision and
recall degradation. In Fig. 7(d), Tony, Fu&Su and Wang all have
one predicted offset shift. If offset is considered, the offset shift
note will be regarded as wrong detection, resulting in one missed
detection error and one extra detection error. The precision and
recall of their models will decrease.

C. Transcription Results

We compare the transcription results of different models.
Table III shows the results under the Note and Notew/ offset
metrics. Wang II note detection performance is not good and
negatively influences transcription results. Its final transcription
results are not shown in Table III.
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TABLE III
TRANSCRIPTION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT MODELS

Fig. 7. The detection results of different methods. (a) Continuous missed
detection. The dashline indicates specific missed notes. (b) Continuous extra
detection. The yellow color indicates specific extra notes. (c) The onset shift.
The arrow indicates the deviation of the predicted onsets. (d) The offset shift.
The arrow indicates the deviation of the predicted offsets.

1) Experiment Results: As can be seen from Table III, the
MusciYOLO framework still achieves the best results across
all datasets. MusicYOLO obtains an 85.92% Note F1-score
and an 84.60% Notew/ offset F1-score on the sight-singing
dataset, SSVD, making it a state-of-the-art transcription method
at present. Furthermore, MusicYOLO outperforms other meth-
ods on the above four datasets, indicating that MusicYOLO
can grasp the essential characteristics of notes from a macro
perspective and is effective for the general monophonic audio
transcription.

By comparing Note and Notew/ offset, we find that the
Notew/ offsetof different methods on the ISMIR2014 dataset
and MIR-ST500 dataset decreases by about 12% compared
with Note, which shows that pitch fluctuations and pitch

Fig. 8. Error distributions of transcription error on four datasets.

changes are relatively complex. In comparison, offset detec-
tion in sight-singing is relatively easy. For example, Tony’s
Notew/ offset drops only 4% compared with Note, and
Fu&Su’s Notew/ offset drops only 6% compared with Note.
Sight-singing is more staccato, so the singing skills are not as
complicated as for pop songs. Thus, the end features of the
sight-singing spectrogram are more evident, making detection
of offsets less complicated than those in pop music.

2) Error Analysis: We divide transcription errors into two
categories only considering the onset and pitch. One class of
transcription errors is caused by onset errors, called the wrong
onset (WO), which is the sum of SM, IM, SE, and IE, mentioned
above. However, when the onset is correct, but the difference
between the predicted pitch and annotated pitch exceeds the
pitch threshold, this class of errors is called the wrong pitch
(WP). We call the sum of these two transcription errors the total
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error (TE). The distributions of errors across different datasets
are shown in Fig. 8.

As shown in Fig. 8, onset detection errors are the main
contributor to transcription errors on different datasets, while
pitch errors are rarely found. This indicates that extracting pitch
in singing transcription is easy, and onset/offset detection is the
key to transcription performance. It is worth making an effort to
minimize the influence of portamento, legato, volume change,
and pitch fluctuation on onset/offset detection. The MusicYOLO
proposed in this paper affords an interesting attempt to do so.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed an AST framework based on ob-
ject detection, called MusicYOLO. MusicYOLO first uses the
YOLOX object detection model to obtain the onset, offset, and
approximate fundamental frequency, fbottom. Then, a simple
peak search method is used to gain the specific pitch of each note.
Compared with previous methods, the MusicYOLO detects note
objects rather than isolated onset/offset moments, which greatly
enhances the performance of onset/offset detection. As for AST,
MusicYOLO has reached 84.60% of the F1-score under the
Notew/ offset metric on the SSVD dataset, making it a state-
of-the-art algorithm. Of course, the current MusicyOLO is not
perfect. For example, it does not work well with accompaniment
and multiple singers. These require continuous improvement.

Establishing a set of objective sight-singing evaluation met-
rics can make sight-singing practitioners more aware of the
shortcomings. AST is the first step in establishing an automatic
sight-singing evaluation system. The onset can evaluate the
singing rhythm, the offset can evaluate the singing duration, and
pitch facilitates intonation assessment. In the follow-up research,
we will think about how to establish an objective evaluation
system to assess the condition of the vocal area to give guidance
to practitioners. That will enrich the content of our automatic
sight-singing evaluation system and guide practitioners more
effectively.
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